Effort-Based Decision-Making in Major Depressive Disorder: A Translational Model of Motivational Anhedonia
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Anhedonia is a core feature of major depressive disorder (MDD), but the precise nature of anhedonic symptoms is unknown. Whereas anhedonia has traditionally been viewed as a deficit in the experience of pleasure, more recent evidence suggests that reduced anticipation and motivation may also be a core feature of this symptom. Here, we provide data from a study in MDD patients and healthy controls using a translational measure of reward motivation, the Effort Expenditure for Rewards Task (EEfRT or “effort”). This task offers a series of trials where they may choose to expend more or less effort for the opportunity to win varying amounts of monetary rewards. We found that MDD patients were less willing to expend effort for rewards than controls. Additionally, we observed that patients were less able to effectively use information about magnitude and probability of rewards to guide their choice behavior. Finally, within the MDD patient group, duration of the current episode was a significant negative predictor of EEfRT task performance. These findings offer novel support for theoretical models proposing that anhedonia in MDD may reflect specific impairments in motivation and reward-based decision-making.
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Anhedonia, a symptom characterized by reduced motivation and reported enjoyment of positive life experiences, is a core symptom of major depressive disorder (MDD). Whereas early theoretical formulations defined anhedonia as primarily—if not exclusively—an inability to experience pleasure (Meehl, 2001; Ribot, 1896), more recent work highlights the importance of considering other aspects of reward processing in anhedonic symptomatology (Treadway & Zald, 2011). This broadening of focus is partly a result of past findings that affective ratings of positively valenced stimuli—a common laboratory probe of hedonic responsiveness in depression—do not necessarily differ in MDD patients as compared with controls; indeed, a recent meta-analysis of affective responses in depressed patients and controls found that depression was associated with blunted reactivity to both positively and negatively valenced stimuli, raising the possibility that affective responses to these stimuli may reflect an affective flattening, rather than a specific deficit in hedonic experience (Bylsma, Morris, & Rottenberg, 2008). Indeed, studies of affective responses to basic rewards, such as sucrose samples in the sweet-taste test, have failed to identify differences between patients and controls (Amsterdam, Settle, Doty, Abelner, & Winokur, 1987; Berlin, 1998; Dichter, Smoski, Kamps-Polevoy, Gallop, & Garbutt, 2010; Kazes, et al., 1994).

Previously, we suggested that anergic and anhedonic behavioral patterns commonly observed in the course of a major depressive episode (MDE) do not necessarily reflect the incapacity to enjoy rewards, nor the inability to mobilize effort to obtain them. Rather, we proposed that these symptoms may result from a core deficit in cost/benefit decision-making, such that individuals fail to engage in rewarding behaviors because they either overestimate the costs of obtaining rewards, underestimate the anticipated benefits, or simply fail to integrate cost/benefit information in an optimal manner (Treadway & Zald, 2011). Consistent with this idea, several studies suggest that MDD symptoms are associated with reduced reward anticipation (Chentsova-Dutton & Hanley, 2010; McFarland & Klein, 2009; Sherdell, Waugh, & Gotlib, 2011), with diminishment in anticipation predicting reduced motivation for rewards (Sherdell et al., 2011).

Supporting the idea that reward-related deficits in depression may involve multiple subcomponents, animal models of reward processing strongly suggest the presence of critical neurochemical
and systems-level distinctions between hedonic response to rewards and the motivation to obtain them (Berridge & Robinson, 2003). Substantial evidence suggests that dopamine (DA) signaling is neither necessary nor sufficient for the experience of pleasure but is crucial for reward motivation (Salamone, Correa, Farrar, & Mingote, 2007). This has been empirically demonstrated by studies of effort-based decision-making, in which an animal must choose between a freely available but smaller or less palatable food reward (Low-Cost/Low-Reward [LC/LR]), as compared with a larger or more preferred food reward that the animal must expend effort to receive (High-Cost/High-Reward [HC/HR]) (Salamone et al., 2007). Interference with DA function through lesions or receptor blockade produces a shift toward more LC/LR choices (Denk et al., 2005; Salamone et al., 2007; Salamone, Cousins, McCullough, Carriero, & Berkowitz, 1994), whereas pharmacological enhancement of DA signaling can increase HC/HR choices (Bardgett, Depenbrock, Downs, Points, & Green, 2009). Similarly in humans, transient attenuation and potentiation of DA can respectively decrease and increase willingness to work for rewards (Venugopalan et al., 2011; Wardle, Treadway, Mayo, Zald, & de Wit, 2011). In contrast to the effects of DA blockade on motivation, DA lesions and antagonists do not reduce overall consumption of freely available food reward (Salamone et al., 2007).

Given that DA impairment does not appear to impact hedonic capacity, it might be predicted that possible DA-mediated impairments in reward motivation would not be detected by experimental paradigms that emphasize hedonic responsiveness. Consequently, determining the role of DA and related motivational circuitry in MDD requires experimental paradigms that explicitly evaluate motivation to obtain rewards, rather than subjective responses to reward receipt. To date, however, such paradigms are lacking. In the present study, we explored performance on a laboratory-based measure of effort-based decision-making in a sample of 20 currently depressed patients and 15 healthy control subjects. All subjects performed the Effort-Expenditure for Rewards Task (EEfRT or “effort”), a behavioral measure of motivation for rewards in humans (Treadway, Buckholtz, Schwartzman, Lambert, & Zald, 2009) that was adapted from effort-based decision-making paradigms used in preclinical studies (Salamone et al., 2007). As with animal studies, the EEfRT requires subjects to make a series of choices between HC/HR and LC/LR options. We hypothesized that MDD patients would make fewer HC/HR options as compared with controls. Additionally, we examined whether individuals with MDD differ in their use of reinforcement parameters (e.g., monetary value, probability of reward receipt) when making effort-based decisions.

Method

All protocols were approved by Vanderbilt University Institutional Review Board. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to any study procedure.

Participants

Twenty individuals diagnosed with MDD (14/20 female) and 15 healthy controls (9/15 female) participated. All participants were community volunteers who either responded to online recruitment advertisements or were referred from the Vanderbilt University Department of Psychiatry Mood Disorders Program outpatient clinic. After initial screening, subjects were given an interview of their medical history and a structured psychiatric interview (SCID-P) (First, Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 2005) and completed the Beck Depression Inventory II (BDI-II) (Beck, Steer, Ball, & Ranieri, 1996) and the Chapman Anhedonia Scales (Chapman, Chapman, & Raulin, 1976). For individuals in the MDD group, subjects were required to meet criteria for a current MDE. Subjects were excluded if they met criteria for bipolar disorder, psychotic and schizoaffective disorders, current substance abuse or dependence, past stimulant abuse, or past substance dependence. All subjects were also excluded for any current or past use of prescription drugs that act on DA (e.g., amphetamines, methylphenidate, L-Dopa). Of the 20 participants in the MDD group, 17 subjects were on an antidepressant medication at the time of the study (15 SSRI alone, 2 SNRI alone). Additionally, eight of the 20 subjects in the MDD group met criteria for a comorbid anxiety disorder as assessed by the SCID.

Subjects in the control group were excluded if they met criteria for any current or past Axis I disorder other than specific phobia, past adjustment disorder, or past substance abuse of nonstimulants. Control participants were also excluded if they exhibited significant trait-anhedonia despite not meeting clinical criteria for an Axis I disorder as determined by a score on the Chapman Anhedonia Scales that was two-standard deviations higher than published normative data for this instrument (Chapman et al., 1976). This exclusion was based on prior work showing that elevated trait anhedonia in a nonpatient sample may reduce willingness to expend effort for rewards (Treadway et al., 2009) and resulted in the exclusion of one potential control subject. No control subjects were on any form of psychotropic medication at the time of the study.

Effort-Expenditure for Rewards Task (“EEfRT”)  

The EEfRT is a multitrial task where participants are given an opportunity on each trial to choose between two different task difficulty levels associated with varying levels of monetary reward (see Figure 1). A detailed description of the task has been published previously (Treadway et al., 2009). Briefly, each trial presents the subject with a choice between a “hard task” (HC/HR) and an “easy task” (LC/LR) option, which require different amounts of speeded manual button pressing. For easy-task choices, subjects were eligible to win the same amount, $1.00, on each trial if they successfully completed the task. For hard-task choices, subjects were eligible to win higher amounts that varied per trial within a range of $1.24 – $4.30 (“reward magnitude”). Subjects were not guaranteed to win the reward if they completed the task; some trials were “win” trials, in which the subject received the stated reward amount, whereas others were “no win” trials, in which the subject received no money for that trial. To help subjects determine which trials were more likely to be win trials, subjects were provided with accurate probability cues at the beginning of each trial. Trials had three levels of probability: “high,” 88% probability of being a win trial; “medium,” 50%; and “low,” 12%. Probability levels always applied to both the hard task and easy task, and there were equal proportions of each probability level across the experiment. Probability is manipulated in the EEfRT, because
like mobilization of effort, probability discounting appears to be highly sensitive to DA function (Floresco, Tse, & Ghods-Sharifi, 2008; St Onge & Floresco, 2009). Additionally, the inclusion of a probability manipulation improves the overall ecological validity of the task, as most real-world choices that require motivation are usually associated with some level of uncertainty in the outcome.

**Statistical Analyses**

Statistical analysis of choice behavior during the EEfRT was performed using Generalized Estimating Equation (GEE) models (Liang, Beaty, & Cohen, 1986; Zeger & Liang, 1986). The use of GEE is advantageous for the EEfRT, in that it can simultaneously model time-varying parameters (e.g., trial-wise changes in reward magnitude of the HC/HR option) as well as time-invariant parameters (e.g., MDD status). GEE models were implemented in SPSS 19 (IBM, Armonk, NY) using an unstructured working correlation matrix. The dependent measure was the dichotomous outcome of HC/HR or LC/LR choice, and we used a binary logistic distribution to model the probability of choosing the HC/HR option. Consistent with our prior analytical approach using the EEfRT, all GEE models included reward magnitude of the HC/HR option, probability, and expected value (reward magnitude ÷ probability), which represents an ability to integrate probability and reward information simultaneously. Separate models were computed to test the effects of group on HC/HR choices, as well as interactions between group and reinforcement variables (reward magnitude, probability, and expected value). All models included trial number as a nuisance covariate to control for possible effects of fatigue over the course of the task. For between-groups analyses, models also included any demographic variables where groups showed significant differences. For within-group individual differences analyses (e.g., using the BDI-II scales), sex was included as a covariate, as sex has been shown previously to be a significant predictor of EEfRT task performance in individual differences analysis. This approach replicates prior analytical methods using the EEfRT (Treadway et al., 2009; Wardle et al., 2011; Treadway et al., 2012).

**Results**

**Sample Characteristics**

Subject demographics and clinical variables are included in Table 1. The depressed and control groups did not differ in terms of sex ($\chi^2 = 0.38, p = .537$) or age ($t_{33} = -0.839, p = .41$) but did differ in years of education ($t_{33} = 3.00, p = .005$), with the control subjects having approximately two more years of education on average. Subjects in the MDD group reported significantly higher depressive symptoms on the BDI-II ($M = 24.6, SD = 9.25$) than controls ($M = 2.83, SD = 3.65$) ($t_{28.2} = -9.57, p < .001$). MDD patients also reported significantly higher scores on the Chapman Anhedonia Scales ($M = 37.05, SD = 15.86$) as compared with controls ($M = 11.87, SD = 7.50$) ($t_{28.6} = 6.23, p < .001$).
EEfRT Trial Completion Rates

For both the MDD and control groups, all subjects chose a mix of HC/HR trials and LC/LR trials. There was no difference in the percentage of trials successfully completed by MDD patients ($M = 99.4\%, SD = 0.19\%$) or controls ($M = 99.5\%, SD = 0.15\%$) ($t_{133} = 0.144, p = .89$).

Results of GEE Models

We tested six independent models GEE models. Each model included all experimental task variables, including reward magnitude, reward probability, expected value, and trial number. Because of group differences in years of education, all between-groups models included years of education as a covariate. For within-group individual difference models, gender was added as a covariate.

Model 1 tested for main effects of Group on preference for HC/HR options and found that compared with controls, MDD patients were significantly less likely to make HC/HR choices ($b = -0.79, p < .001$). The effect of group remained a significant predictor even when symptoms of psychomotor slowing—as assessed by SCID—were included as a covariate in the model ($p < .001$), indicating that the results were not explainable by depression-related differences in psychomotor speed (see Figure 2).

In Model 2, we tested for the presence of an interaction between Group and Reward Magnitude and found a significant interaction ($b = -0.379, p = .012$). In follow-up within-group analyses, we found that although reward magnitude was a significant predictor of HC/HR choices for both groups, its effect was larger for controls ($b = 0.694, p < .001$) than for MDD patients ($b = 0.437, p < .001$). This suggests that the magnitude of the reward associated with the HC/HR option was more strongly predictive of the HC/HR option in controls than in MDD patients.

Model 3 tested for an interaction between Group and Probability level. We observed a significant interaction between MDD patients and controls ($b = -0.23, p = .038$) such that probability was a stronger predictor of choice behavior for controls ($b = 0.484, p < .001$) than for patients ($b = 0.361, p < .001$).

In Model 4, we tested for an interaction between Group and expected value but did not find evidence for an interaction ($b = -0.17, p = .399$). However, although this interaction term was not significant, the expected value predictor showed a similar pattern to both reward magnitude and probability, such that it was a stronger predictor for the control group ($b = 1.44, p = .03$) as compared to the MDD group ($b = -0.61, p < .001$).

In Model 5, we performed an individual differences analysis within the MDD group to see whether EEfRT performance was related to symptom severity (BDI-II) and course of illness. In an initial model, we found that duration of the current MDE predicted significantly fewer HC/HR choices ($b = -0.014, p < .001$), whereas BDI-II scores were predicted more HC/HR choices ($b = 0.027, p < .001$). These effects were both present when each of these predictors was included independently. We also note that sex was a significant predictor in this model, with men choosing more HC/HR choices than women.

Given the unexpected direction of the relationship between BDI-II scores and EEfRT choices, in Model 6 we followed up with item-level analysis of BDI-II items related to reward anticipation (item 2) and reported enjoyment (item 4). We found that reduced anticipation was inversely associated with HC/HR choices ($b = -0.15, p < .001$), whereas the opposite was true for deficits in enjoyment ($b = 0.51, p < .001$), suggesting that specific MDD symptoms may be differentially associated with EEfRT performance (see Supplemental Information for additional figures).

Discussion

In the present study, we found evidence that patients with MDD show motivational and decision-making deficits as indexed by an objective, translational cost/benefit decision-making task. Individuals with current MDD were less willing to expend effort for the opportunity to earn larger monetary rewards as compared with healthy controls. This supports a growing body of evidence suggesting that motivation may be an especially crucial aspect of altered reward processing in MDD (Cléry-Melin et al., 2011; Sherdell et al., 2011). It may also help explain the success of behavioral activation treatments for MDD, which specifically target motivational symptoms (Dimidjian et al., 2006).

In addition to differences in willingness to expend effort for rewards, we found that patients showed less sensitivity to information about the reward magnitude and probability of a win when making their choices. Prior studies have found associations between depression and sensitivity to reward probability (Forbes, Shaw, & Dahl, 2007; Gradin et al., 2011; Pizzagalli, Iosifescu, Hallett, Ratner, & Fava, 2008). This reduced capacity for integrating information about reward probability when making effort-

---

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>MDD (n = 20)</th>
<th>Controls (n = 15)</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex 14/20 female</td>
<td>9/15 female</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 42.4</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>39.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of education 14.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDI-II 24.6</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapman Anhedonia scales 37.1</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average duration of current MDE (months) 12.5</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of prior MDEs 2.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average age of MDE onset 39.5</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
related choices may be related to previously reported cognitive vulnerabilities regarding the prediction and expectancy of positive future events in MDD (Abramson, Metalsky, & Alloy, 1989). Despite these interactions with both probability and reward-magnitude, there was no interaction between group and expected value. That said, while the interaction term was not significant, the expected value predictor did follow a similar pattern, such that it was a stronger predictor for controls as compared to patients.

Within the MDD group, we observed several associations between the EEfRT and clinical variables. First, duration of the current MDE predicted fewer HC/HR choices, even when controlling for current symptom severity. This may suggest that motivational deficits are associated with a poorer course of MDE. Although the causal direction of this relationship remains to be elucidated, it is interesting to note that cognitive vulnerability models of depression have posited that helplessness and hopelessness are causally associated with more pronounced motivational deficits as well as a longer course of illness (Abramson et al., 1989; Abramson, Seligman, & Teasdale, 1978). Unexpectedly, we additionally observed an overall positive association with current MDE symptom severity as indexed by the BDI-II and HC/HR choices. Using an item-level analysis, we found that reduced anticipation of positive future events was associated with less willingness to work for rewards, whereas the opposite was true for deficits in reward consumption. This may suggest that effort-mobilization is primarily linked to symptoms related to reward expectancy—consistent with prior reports (Sherdell et al., 2011)—and highlights the presence of distinct subcomponents of anhedonia. However, given limitations in the reliability of individual items, this analysis should be interpreted with caution. Replication studies will be required to further clarify the relationship.

The present study possesses several limitations. First, the requirement of speeded button-presses could affect choice behavior in some patients with psychomotor slowing. However, this seems unlikely given that patients and controls showed equal completion rates and controlling for psychomotor retardation did not alter the results. A second limitation of the current study is the inclusion of depressed individuals who were not free of antidepressant medications. Given known interactions between serotonin and DA, it is possible that SSRI medications may have influenced the current results. However, preclinical studies of SSRI effects on reward processing are mixed, with evidence to suggest that SSRIs both potentiate (Deslandes, Pache, Buckland, & Sewell, 2002; Muscat, Papp, & Willner, 1992) and attenuate (Hoebel, Hernandez, Schwartz, Mark, & Hunter, 1989) reward function, and that these effects may depend on whether an animal is in a depressive state (Markou, Harrison, Chevrette, & Hoyer, 2005). Given these inconsistent findings it is unlikely that medication status alone could explain group differences in EEfRT task performance. Moreover, our results are consistent with significant prior evidence that SSRI treatments fail to address symptoms related to motivation and anhedonia in MDD (Nutt et al., 2007; Shelton & Tomarken, 2001). Finally, our control sample was screened to rule out high-levels of trait anhedonia, which may limit the specificity of our findings to MDD, as opposed to anhedonic traits.

In sum, the current findings demonstrate that reduced motivation and altered cost/benefit decision-making may be a crucial aspect of anhedonic symptoms. Additionally, the success of this translational approach highlights the importance of incorporating preclinical models of reward processing into the conceptualization and assessment of clinical symptoms. Such measures may ultimately facilitate the development of a more objective nosology of reward-related deficits in MDD.
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